Low Relief Terrace Stone

Drawn and Designed by Jeff Howe ©

Mould S1
Cast Once

Mould NB 01/02
Cast 4 Times

Mould S4
Cast Once

Mould S5
Cast 4 Times

Large Roof Sheet Mould
Cast Once
**End Walls Construction.**

Take the cast below cut as shown and make the left hand end wall.

Cut

Now repeat the process for the right hand wall. Use some odd broken pieces across the joints inside to add some strength.

Cut

Now using these casts make the front wall
When the three walls are dry, glue the front wall to the left hand wall.

Adding a corner brace will give the corner more strength.

Then glue the front assembly to the right hand wall.

From the roof sheet cut a piece as per the diagram.

Sand the top edge at an angle to allow a good fit to the back wall of your layout.

Then glue to the building.

If you lay the building on its back to do this it will be easier to line up the roof with the rear of the building, so that when in place the roof fits flush.
Now take 2 casts S5-46 and glue together. When dry carefully cut the stacks in half as shown to make 2 chimney stacks.

Then with the building on it’s back carefully glue in position at each end of the building.

Chimney pots can be added now if you want, but I would suggest that you now paint the building and add the pots at the very end of painting as they will be very fragile and liable to be accidentally broken off during painting.

If you want to add lighting to the building, it would be a good idea to add internal walls and a floor at this stage.
We hope you enjoyed making the model and of course you can put all your own finishing touches to complete your model. The best thing is that you can change the design to suit yourself and put your own imagination into whatever you build.

There are many more building plans on the website www.linkaonline.co.uk and we are introducing many new products to give you even more different elements to create your very own models, Scenes and a host of products to add those finishing touches.

Also remember that you can add to your moulds collection to give you even more scope in your creations.

Finally there are many step by step guides, painting articles, videos on casting as well as the online forums to help you with anything you need and you are always welcome to contact us on the website if you need anything at all.

**Note:-**

This product is the property of Linkonline and may be used for personal use and shared with others freely

These plans where designed by Jeff Howe who kindly made them available free to everyone so these plans should not be sold but given and shared freely.